material on Science Online. Additional information can be found at http://transcriptome.gersteinlab.org. Experimental data and associated microarray designs are available in the NCBI Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO) under series GSE1904, sample records GSM34073 to GSM34213, and platform records GPL1539 to GPL1673. 11. P. Bertone et al., data not shown. 12. K. D. Pruitt et al., Trends Genet. 16, 44 (2000 * A major focus of genome research is to decipher the networks of molecular interactions that underlie cellular function. We describe a computational approach for identifying detailed relationships between proteins on the basis of genomic data. Logic analysis of phylogenetic profiles identifies triplets of proteins whose presence or absence obey certain logic relationships. For example, protein C may be present in a genome only if proteins A and B are both present. The method reveals many previously unidentified higher order relationships. These relationships illustrate the complexities that arise in cellular networks because of branching and alternate pathways, and they also facilitate assignment of cellular functions to uncharacterized proteins.
The sequencing of multiple genomes from diverse species has tremendous potential to impact our understanding of biology, both by providing a census of all proteins and by enabling subsequent analysis of their functions (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) . Various patterns across multiple complete genomes have been used to infer biological interactions and functional linkages between proteins (6-14). These include observations of two distinct proteins from one organism being genetically fused into a single protein in another organism (13, 14) and the tendency of two proteins to occur in chromosomal proximity across multiple organisms (12, 15) . When a sufficiently large number of genomes were fully sequenced, it became possible with the phylogenetic profile approach (11, 16, 17) to detect functional relationships between proteins exhibiting statistically similar patterns of presence or absence. Because sequenced genomes allow us to catalog all of the proteins encoded in each organism, we can determine the pattern describing a protein_s presence or absence by searching for its homologs across N organisms, the result of which is an N-dimensional vector of ones (present) and zeros (not present) referred to as its phylogenetic profile.
Original implementations of the phylogenetic profile method sought to infer Blinks[ between pairs of proteins with similar profiles (11) . A subsequent variation on that idea linked proteins if their profiles represented the negation of each other (18, 19) . These ideas are consistent with the simplest notion of how two proteins might be related in a cell, with the presence of one protein implying the presence or absence of another. Such simple patterns might be expected when two proteins are required to form a structural complex or when two proteins carry out sequential steps in an unbranched metabolic pathway. However, such simple relationships cannot adequately describe the full complexity of cellular networks that involve branching, parallel, and alternate pathways.
The observed complexity of cellular networks leads one to expect the existence of higher order logic relationships involving a pattern of presence or absence of multiple proteins. Furthermore, evolutionary divergence, convergence, and horizontal transfer events lead us to expect relationships between multiple gene families that are more complex than can be described by pairwise phylogenetic similarity. Analysis of cellular pathways and networks in terms of logic relations has attracted recent interest (20, 21) , and the growing number of sequenced genomes now makes it possible to search for logic relations.
Here, we perform a complete analysis of the logic relations possible between triplets of phylogenetic profiles and demonstrate the power of the resulting logic analysis of phylogenetic profiles (LAPP) in illuminating relationships among multiple proteins and inferring the coarse function of large numbers of uncharacterized protein families. There are eight possible logic relationships combining two phylogenetic profiles to match a third profile (Fig. 1A ). For instance, protein C might be present if and only if proteins A and B are both present (denoted here as a type 1 logic relationship), from which we would infer that the function of protein C is necessary only when the functions of proteins A and B are both present. Alternatively, gene C may be present if and only if either A or B is present (a type 7 logic relationship), which is seen when different organisms use two different protein families in combination with a common third protein to accomplish some task (for example, a combination of A and C or B and C). Several of the eight possible logic relationships can be intuitively understood to describe commonly observed biological scenarios, whereas a few of the logic relationships are not easily related to real biological situations.
To identify protein triplets that exhibit the logic relationships described in Fig. 1 , we first created a set of binary-valued vectors describing the presence or absence of each of the known protein families across 67 fully sequenced organisms. Specifically, the complete set of proteins was categorized into 4873 distinct families known as clusters of orthologous groups (COGs) (22, 23) . Next, we systematically examined all triplet combinations of the profiles and rank-ordered them according to how well the logical combination f(a,b) of two profiles predicted a third profile, c. Further, we also required that neither profile a nor b alone was predictive of c. We calculated uncertainty coefficients for U(cka), U(ckb), and the logically combined profile U(ck f(a,b)), where U ðxkyÞ 0 EHðxÞ þ HðyÞ j Hðx; yÞ^=HðxÞ and H refers to the entropy of the individual or joint distributions (24) . The value of U can range between 1.0, where x is a deterministic function of y, and 0.0, where x is completely independent of y. We selected triplets whose individual pairwise uncertainty scores described protein profile c poorly EU(cka) G 0.3 and U(ckb) G 0.3^but whose logically combined profile EU (ck f (a,b)Þ 9 0.6d escribed c well.
A hypothetical set of profiles can illustrate the approach (Fig. 1C) . Under a type 3 logic relationship, protein C is present whenever protein A, protein B, or both are present. The pairwise comparisons of profiles (AC, BC, and AB) each yield limited information, whereas a phylogenetic profile logically combining proteins A and B matches the phylogenetic distribution of protein C exactly and has a triplet uncertainty score of U 0 0.48. In contrast, a triplet containing hypothetical randomized profiles with the same number of protein homologs as in the previous example has a triplet uncertainty coefficient of U 0 0.03 and does not correspond closely to any of the eight logic types.
Logic analysis of phylogenetic profiles yields thousands of computed relationships among protein families that cannot be detected by traditional pairwise phylogenetic analysis, enabling a more intricate description of predicted relationships ( Fig. 2 and  fig. S1 ). The synthesis of aromatic amino acids proceeds through the shikimate pathway. A logic analysis of five participating proteins shows that shikimate can be converted to the end product prephenate by one of two possible routes, leading to a type 7 logic relationship. When either one shikimate kinase protein family (protein A, COG1685) or an alternate shikimate kinase protein family (protein B, COG0703) is present in an organism, then excitatory postsynaptic potential (EPSP) synthase must also be present (protein C, COG0128) (U 0 0.85) to carry out the subsequent enzymatic step. The same type 7 logic relationship is also observed between alternate shikimate kinase enzymes and the successive chorismate synthase (protein D, COG0082) and chorismate mutase (protein E, COG1605) enzymatic steps of the pathway. The ordering of the metabolic steps that follow shikimate kinase is predicted by the value of successive U coefficients, where EPSP synthase (second step, U 0 0.85) is most strongly linked to shikimate kinase, followed directly by the chorismate synthase (third step, U 0 0.66) and lastly by chorismate mutase (fourth step, U 0 0.56). We can conclude that organisms synthesize chorismate and prephenate from shikimate with the use of only one of two possible alternate routes: pathways consisting of either ordered enzymes A-C-D-E or enzymes B-C-D-E.
Our LAPP recovers 750,000 previously unknown relationships among protein families (U (ck( f(a,b) )) 9 0.60; U(ckb) G 0.30; U(cka) G 0.30), whose validity can be assessed by comparing known annotations of the linked proteins (tables S2 to S5). The ability to recover links between proteins annotated as belonging to a major functional category has been used widely to corroborate computational inferences of protein interactions (4, 5). We assessed the accuracy of the logic relationships obtained for the triplet profiles by using the metrics and threshold values detailed above, where each protein family is annotated as belonging to one or more of the 20 COG major functional categories. Figure 3A shows a section taken from a three-dimensional histogram that describes the frequency of observed logic relationships in which protein A of the triplet is annotated as belonging to the COG functional category N, cell motility. One of the most frequently observed triplet relationships in this section relates three proteins belonging to the cell motility category, confirmation that the triplet associations link proteins closely related in function. Other triplets involve two proteins from the motility category and a third protein of another COG category, producing recognizable horizontal and vertical bands in the histogram. For instance, the category combinations NNU (COG category U, intracellular trafficking and secretion) and NNS (COG category S, unknown function) are also plentiful. Connections between these categories make intuitive sense and facilitate placement of unannotated proteins within the context of specific cellular networks of interacting proteins.
The LAPP method leads to a set of statistically significant ternary relationships (Fig. 3B  and fig. S2 ) that are distinct from and more numerous than the relationships that can be inferred by using traditional pairwise analysis. A matrix of randomized phylogenetic profiles, containing the same individual and pairwise distributions as the native profiles, was used to assess the probability of observing a given uncertainty coefficient score by chance. Triplets with U 9 0.60 are observed from the unshuffled vectors È10 2 times more frequently than from shuffled profiles and È10 4 more frequently when U 9 0.80. A P value for each triplet relationship can be calculated by enumerating all possible values of U that could be obtained from shuffled profiles while maintaining the individual and pairwise distributions, where P is equal to the number of trials that exceed the observed value of U divided by the total number of trials. More than 98% of the identified triplets (U 9 0.6) have P G 0.05, and more than 75% of the identified triplets have P G 0.005. Lastly, the eight distinct logic types occur with widely varying frequencies within the set of significant ternary relationships (Fig. 3C) , a trend consistent with our understanding of evolution and biological relationships. Logic types 1, 3, 5, and 7 are observed frequently in the biological data, whereas logic types 2, 4, and 8 are more difficult to relate to simple cellular logic and are observed only rarely.
The 50 most significant computed ternary relationships from Fig. 3A are shown in network form (Fig. 3D) . The proteins linked include secreted virulence factors, adhesin proteins necessary for bacterial pathogenesis, Fig. 3 . A benchmark analysis of the ability of LAPP to identify functionally related proteins. (A) A section from a threedimensional histogram describing the prevalence of ternary relationships among high-scoring triplets. The histogram is for logic function type 3 and covers triplets of proteins A, B, and C whose COG major functional categories (table S3) are described by N, x axis, and y axis, where N is cell motility. Because protein families are not uniformly distributed across COG categories, Z scores are plotted to facilitate comparison of histogram bin counts. The mean m and variance s 2 for each bin was calculated for a distribution of 750,000 triplets with randomly selected protein families, and an observed bin count, n, was transformed by Z 0 (n -m)/s; the gray scale is linear, with white corresponding to Z 0 0.0 and black to Z 0 75. (B) A plot of the cumulative number of protein triplets recovered at an uncertainty coefficient score greater than a given threshold. LAPP analysis of a randomized matrix, containing shuffled profiles that preserved the overall individual and pairwise distributions ( fig. S2 ), reveals only È20,000 triplets with high coefficient scores. In contrast, we detect 750,000 triplets from an analysis of the original, unshuffled biological protein profiles. chemotaxis proteins, and translocase proteins. The network contains previously unknown interactions that suggest mechanisms connecting bacterial pathogenesis and chemotaxis. For instance, CheZ, a chemotaxis dephosphorylase that regulates cell motility, is linked to the surface receptor and virulence factors adhesin AidA and Flp pilus-associated FimT.
The new higher order protein associations detected by LAPP provide a framework for understanding the complex logical dependencies that relate proteins to one another in the cell. They may also be useful in modeling and engineering biological systems, generating biological hypotheses for experimentation, and investigating additional protein properties. It is likely that the logic relationships between proteins in the cell extend beyond ternary relationships to include much larger sets of proteins. We anticipate that the ideas underlying the logical analysis of phylogenetic profiles can be extended to the investigation of other kinds of genomic data, such as gene expression, nucleotide polymorphism, and phenotype data. Each year, toward the end of the temperate breeding season, billions of songbirds face crucial energetic tradeoffs between the costs of reproduction, the replacement of feathers (molt), and the hazards of longdistance migration to the tropics (1). To date, our inability to track individual birds moving between their breeding and wintering grounds has made studying the interaction between these events virtually impossible. Using stable hydrogen isotopes and reflectance spectrometry, we investigate how reproduction affects both molting latitude and the color of molted feathers in an 8-g neotropical-nearctic migratory songbird, the American redstart (Setophaga ruticilla). Redstarts (Fig. 1A) are socially monogamous, single-brooded passerine birds that provide biparental care to young for 2 to 3 weeks after the young leave the nest (2) . Individuals breed in the deciduous forests of temperate North America and winter in the Caribbean and Middle America. From 2001 to 2004, we sampled tail feathers from individually marked males at a breeding site in Ontario, Canada (44-34 ¶ N, 76-19 ¶ W). These males were known to have bred at the same location the previous year (3). In eastern North America, stable hydrogen isotope (dD) values in precipitation follow a strong latitudinal gradient where low (more negative) values correspond to higher latitudes (Fig. 1B) (4) . dD signatures in precipitation are transferred through food webs to higher-order consumers, including birds (5). Because feathers are metabolically inert after growth, dD values sampled from feathers in a given breeding season indicate the molting latitude from the previous autumn. (4) . The eastern portion of the breeding range is shaded light gray (2) . The size of the circles represents the frequency distribution of molt locations: large (near breeding grounds), n 0 18 individuals; medium, n 0 9; small, n 0 1. The arrow shows the most likely fall migration route based on band-recapture data (16) .
